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Redington butter stick 2wt

A month ago I wrote that I wanted to buy the new Redington Butter Stick based solely on the marketing. Today I write that you should buy the new Redington Butter Stick based solely on my experience fishing with the stick for a few weeks. That could be enough for you. But I will expand. The first thing that strikes me about the Butternoc
is how light it feels in hand. Scratch it. To be honest, the first thing that hits me about the Butter Stick is the cosmetics. What I've written about again. Anyway, the first thing that hits me about holding the Butte Stick is how light it feels in hand. Fishing a number of modern fiberglass fly rods, I've become accustomed to the general contrast
they offer to their graphite counterparts. The best description can be tip-heavy, which is truly hyperbole for the quality glass stakes made today. Redington's updated glass truly softenes this stereotype. This is the result of the new tapering, the benefits of which manifest immediately when throwing the Butternoc. My first time out was in
high water, so I had a weighted size 8 streamer on the 7'6 4-weight. I expected to be deliberately slow in my decisive stroke, but the stick was remarkably responsive. The loops weren't tight, but they were controlled. More importantly, the stick had the power to push the leader and roll over the fly at distances that exceeded expectations.
One of my personal stats for a fly bar is how quickly I can adjust my decisive stroke to use the stick efficiently. I was comfortable with the Butternoc inside a few throws. Within my skill set, I made all the throws I wanted to make. Switching to a bushy dry, the loops tighten. The delicacy I expected also really came through. Again, the light
and responsive nature of the Butter stick helped make adjustments to presentation in the air, minting and quickly set the hook. Like any good fiberglass rod, the Butter stick bends when you're hooked. And although I've mentioned it a few times, the Butter Stick looks really good. Really good. Along with the 4/5 Zero in Dreamcicle, and I
spent a lot of time just watching my essay. Good looking gear no longer catches fish... but neither is ugly gear. So why not have a stick and reel that makes you smile? I had a lot of fun with the Butternoc, and I appreciate Redington giving me the opportunity to take it fishing for a while. The rod should appeal to fiberglass aficionados and
skeptical, graphite-leaning anglers alike. The tapering is undoubtedly slower, but the delicacy, power and shell are all on point because of modern technology and design. And for the price ($250-$280), it's hard to succeed if you're interested at all. Check out the full Butter Stick line at the Redington website, and feel free to work for me
send email or leave a comment you have any questions about my experience with the stick. Orders about $25 ship FREE AvidMax members get back an estimated on this item as part of AvidMax Rewards (1 review) Write a review sometimes we have to remind ourselves to slow it down and just enjoy being out on the water. The new
BUTTERFLY does just that. Built using T-Glass construction on our Heritage Taper, the BUTTER STICK is a slow action glass stick that will delicately offer a fly even in the tightest of places. The retro cosmetics and slower action will make every day feel like throwback Thursday.Features Include: Slow ActionT-Glass construction built on
our Heritage Taper, a traditional fiberglass taper providing a classic glass feel1wt - 5wt feature unique all cork handle with slide rings6wt and 8wt feature saltwater-ready alrobed aluminum reel seating and elevated butt section power for fighting larger speciesAlignment dots for easy stick setupDurable cordura stick tube with
vermutersLifetime guarantee: What's your A: Returns or exchanges can be made up to 30 days after the purchase date. We will take the item back as long as it is new, with all the labels and original packaging (if applicable). Click here to see all the details. Q: When will my order ship? A: Most items ship on the same day as posted by 3:30
p.m. MT Monday-Friday.Click here for more shipping information. Q: How fast will I receive my order? A: We always strive to deliver as quickly as we can. Having said that, it depends on your location, the item(s) purchased, and the selected shipping method. Choosing our Free Standard shipping allows you to expect a window of 3-8
business days. If you choose a paid expedited shipping method, refer to our shipping page for a better estimate. Q: How do I get AvidMax Rewards Points for Items I Buy? A: All you have to do is sign up for an account and for each purchase you make, you'll receive 5% back in AvidMax Rewards Points. Easy! Create an account today! If
you have a question we do not answer here, please shoot us an email or chat. We are a fully authorised Redington dealer. All Redington items we sell are brand new, and the latest models from the Redington/Sage factory. They are fully covered by Redington's warranty. Rod Warranty: Every new Redington stick purchased by an
authorized retailer, with the exception of the Crosswater Range and the Minnow and Topo Combos, is covered by our lifetime, original owner warranty. The Crosswater, Minnow and Topo are covered by a one-year guarantee against defects in materials or workmanship and must include a dated proof of purchase. Reel Warranty: Each
new Redington reel, with the exception of the Crosswater and Path rolls, is covered by us original owner warranties against defects in materials and workmanship. Crosswater and road rolls are covered by a one-year warranty against defects in material or and must include a dated proof of purchase. Wader Warranty: Our Waders are
covered by a one-year warranty against defects in materials and workmanship. Any claim against this warranty must include a dated proof of purchase. Click the image below to see more details and for contact information. 5 Posted by Chris George on Apr 29th 2019 Had the opportunity to take out my new 7ft 3 wt this past weekend and
let me tell you this stick is living up to it&amp;#039;s name! I love the retro look of this stick. I paired it with a matte black Ross Colorado LT which is a great balance of aesthetics and performance. The decisive action on this stick is slow and smooth. I paired this stick with Rio Light Line WF3F which turned out to be a great game. The
stick threw a lot of nice loops and gently offered the fly. I&amp;#039;m very happy with my purchase and, as always, AvidMax came through with excellent customer support. This is my first glass stick and I would recommend this stick to anyone looking for glass stick! #glassisnotdead $158.29 - $163.20 $199.99 Product Video Product
Video $158.19 - $187.00 $199.99 $273.00 - $299.99 $299.99 Product Video Product Video Customer ServiceOrder StatusRepairsCareersContact UsCheck from our YouTubeCheck from our twitterCheck from our vimeo pageCheck from our Facebook pageCheck from our InstagramPrivacy Policy | Terms of Service curious if someone
owns a redington butter stick? Looking at the 2wt. Never fish a glass of Rod, so I'm pretty excited to add one to the collection. I don't own the Butterstick, but I own a few others, the Scott F2 and the Cabelas CGR. All I will say is, fiberglass sticks are fun. They are virtually indestructible and they will make a 10 inch trout feel like it's 15
inches. A 2wt would be a hoot for any fiberglass stick. The only thing I would recommend is to look at some other sticks before you buy. I don't beat the Butterstick, but it's E-glass, which is a slower action. Some prefer an S glass that's a little faster. The Butterstick does get some decent reviews, but here are some you might want to
consider. Orvis Superfine Glass Cabelas CGR Echo Glass Fenwick Fenglass Whatever You Choose, welcome to the world of glass. tcorfey did or had the 2WT. If he doesn't see this PM him. I'm mostly interested in the butter stick because I can pick it up for about 100 bucks. I have a 4 wt hardy zenith so I think a 2wy would be good
weight to add to the collection. Think about adding the redington zero reel as well. ia_trouter's right I got the 6' 2wt Butterstick. Very nice stick for casting little dry s' on small streams with small trout. I have a Rio 2wt DT line on it and use a Redington 2/3 drives reel. The 6' 2wt is good for throwing out to about 25' but is better on Distances.
It drops the fly very softly and each fish gives you a fight. It does well in a roll cast and an overhead cast. It's a slow stick similar to a Payne Payne Bamboo in feeling and action, but not quite the same because of the added weight and length of the Bamboo stick. You should definitely delay your timing on the cast and let the stick do the
job. You can't have this stick over power, or you'll be disappointed with it. The only problem I have with the Butterstick 2wt is the distance I can achieve with it. Usually only a problem if I'm already back about 10' from the stream's bench to deal with a very clear water. Other than that it's a really nice feeling to it and it's a fun stick to catch
fish on. There are some high grazing currents in the Sierras for which this stick is perfect. I have the 6' 3w, big little stick. Flick a fly over beautifully into tight confines, throwing out genuinely easily to about 30', but most at home under 20'. Lazy, slow casting action makes for a pleasant and different fishing day compared to my faster action
sticks, in the right scenarios it's great. don't know if a response is relevant yet, but I have the butternut in 2wt and I love it. perfect for drying on small streams; delicate deals, accurately, and I can shoot the line better than I can on my 4 wt orvis (the whole shoot head and then some!). just problem is that it can't throw a bead heading nyf
much beyond 20 feet with any accuracy, but it wasn't made for it anyway. this stick really agreed with my casting style and I can't say enough good things about it I wish the stick had in a longer length for the 2wt, I believe it's about 6feet Yes, the 2wt is a 6'2 3-piece stick. They do have a 7' 3wt in this stick range. It's also very nice. Every
time I see one of the Butternut crusts used for sale, the cork looks roast! Is there a big problem with the cork on this? Found one for 140. May have to grab it. How does one choose a WT for a glass rod? I was using my five weight 9ft Sage x mostly in Montana. Should I go for a 5WT in glass ?
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